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What is new in this release: 1.0.5.22: * IPSec Tunnel Vulnerability * IPSec Tunnel Vulnerability Fixed * It was a
bug that sometimes made the program not work if Internet proxy was used. * It was a bug that sometimes made
the program not work if Internet proxy was used. * The update is not signed. It contains now a short update note
to inform users about this. * The update is not signed. It contains now a short update note to inform users about
this. * The update is not signed. It contains now a short update note to inform users about this. * The program will
not be displayed in the registry. Also, the fix added to the previous version will not be applied because it has been
removed. * The program will not be displayed in the registry. Also, the fix added to the previous version will not
be applied because it has been removed. * The program will not be displayed in the registry. Also, the fix added to
the previous version will not be applied because it has been removed. * The update is not signed. It contains now a
short update note to inform users about this. * The update is not signed. It contains now a short update note to
inform users about this. * The update is not signed. It contains now a short update note to inform users about this.
* The update is not signed. It contains now a short update note to inform users about this. * The update is not
signed. It contains now a short update note to inform users about this. * The update is not signed. It contains now a
short update note to inform users about this. * The update is not signed. It contains now a short update note to
inform users about this. * The update is not signed. It contains now a short update note to inform users about this.
* It was a bug that sometimes made the program not work if Internet proxy was used. * It was a bug that
sometimes made the program not work if Internet proxy was used. * It was a bug that sometimes made the
program not work if Internet proxy was used. * It was a bug that sometimes made the program not work if
Internet proxy was used. * It was a bug that sometimes made the program not work if Internet proxy was used
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Connect and secure remote resources. •Protect your remote resources with passwords and encryption. •Cross
platform. •Easy to use. •Set the timeout interval, the number of retries, the delay and IKE IPv4 and IPv6 NATTraversal. •Connect to a VPN gateway, a router, and to a host with a Windows or Linux operating system. •Create
and manage multiple remote sharing sessions with remote computers. •Enables you to request and manage
multiple remote sharing sessions with computers in the remote network. •Powerful Dead Peer Detection (DPD)
feature to detect inactive IKE peers. •Requests and manages remote sharing sessions in CIFS and NFS network
environments. •Preferences/settings are auto-loaded. •IKE NAT-Traversal is also supported. •SIP and VoIP
traffic is supported. •Protected and unencrypted UDP traffic is supported. •The USB token password can be
protected. Key Features •Cross-platform: Works on all Windows operating systems, including Windows 7, 8, 8.1,
10, 8.1 and 2003. •Auto-loaded settings: Preferences and settings are automatically loaded when the application
starts for the first time. •Routes incoming IPsec/IKE IP traffic: The routing table is configured to route the
incoming IPsec traffic to the VPN tunnel. •Full IPSec standards: Supports all IPSec standards, such as
AH/ESP/MS-CHAPv2/MS-CHAPv2, SRTP, IP/MS-CHAPv2, IKE/MS-CHAPv2, IP/PSK, IP/MS-Negotiate,
IP/Tunnel-IP-Negotiate, UDP-Encapsulation, Tunnel-Plus-Transport-Security, Multi-Type-Encapsulation, and
MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256 and SHA-384. •Powerful Dead Peer Detection (DPD) feature: Detects inactive IKE
peers. •GDM: Supports the GDM interface using the GTP-CPSA. •Tunnel to Host: Connects to an IPSec
protected host to which you previously opened the tunnel. •IKE/NAT-Traversal 6a5afdab4c
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TheGreenBow IPSec VPN Client: Features -- Unlimited concurrent tunnels: The application allows you to handle
a limitless number of concurrent tunnels to remote computers. You are free to open as many tunnels as you wish.
-- Support IPSec VPN tunnel with different remote servers: The application supports IPSec VPN tunnel with
multiple remote servers including VPN gateways, routers and computers on the remote side. -- Support local and
remote DNS servers: This VPN client supports the implementation of local and remote DNS servers. At any
moment you can modify the DNS server address and the last DNS query time. -- Support tunnel autoreconfiguration: This VPN client allows you to automatically release the currently opened IPSec VPN tunnel and
replace it by a new tunnel when the original one goes down. -- Support token-based VPN connections: The
application can be used to protect remote connections and computers with USB token devices as well as to lock up
computers and protect them with the help of USB tokens. -- Support NAT-Traversal and IPSec encryption: This
VPN client supports the use of remote connections with more IP addresses and it supports their IPSec encryption.
It does not make any changes in the computer configuration, so it should be safe when connecting to computers
that you do not own. -- Support remote computers sharing with computers in the remote network: The GreenBow
IPSec VPN Client can be used to manage connections with remote computers in a remote network to computers
that are not clients of this application. -- Support easy-to-use VPN client configuration tool: TheGreenBow IPSec
VPN Client offers an easy-to-use VPN client configuration tool to create and manage new tunnels. -- Support peerto-peer tunneling: The GreenBow IPSec VPN Client allows you to use peer-to-peer tunneling to connect remote
computers via the Peer-to-Peer protocol. -- Protect remote connections with USB tokens: The GreenBow IPSec
VPN Client can be used to protect remote connections and computers with USB token devices as well as to lock
up computers and protect them with the help of USB tokens. -- PSK sharing: With the GreenBow IPSec VPN
Client you can share the pre-shared key with multiple computers. It allows for sharing the key from one machine
(server) to others. -- Transport layer security: The GreenBow IPSec VPN Client supports UDP, TCP and TLS. -Support virtual local area networks: The
What's New In TheGreenBow IPSec VPN Client?

The most stable and secure VPN server Features: Next generation IPSec protocol (IKEv2) and NAT-T extensions
Full IKEv2 and ESP support User-friendly interface with wizards Compatible with all major gateway products
such as Cisco ASAs, Juniper firewalls, Check Point VPN clients, pptp client applications Large user base with
many satisfied end-users No licensing restrictions in any country Confidentiality and Integrity features, which can
be enabled using a powerful and easy-to-use configuration interface Software requirements Windows 2000 or
newer (Intel x86 architecture) 125 MB of RAM 250 MB of hard disk space Networking Requirements VPN
gateway hardware: One of the following VPN gateways Cisco VPN 3000 Series Juniper Network Services (JNS)
VPN 3000 Series Any double-ESP solution Free Web-based demo version Screen Shots: Run the setup program
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and follow the on-screen instructions. For more information about the software licensing, please see our online
support article. For online help or to report any technical issues, contact our support team. Free version The free
version of TheGreenBow IPSec VPN Client is available for non-commercial usage. It can be used to connect to
internal VPN networks without peer-to-peer tunneling, but does not support any static IP/DNS addresses or
remote connections to VPN gateways. Commercial version The commercial version of TheGreenBow IPSec VPN
Client includes extra features such as IP/DNS address management, advanced NAT Traversal Support and a
community of over 100,000 satisfied customers. What are my payment options? SSL Safe shopping with
SHA-256 certificates Our site uses 128-bit encryption by using SHA-256 certificates. The GreenBow Server
certificate uses a SHA-256 certificate, which is a secure way of encrypting the data that passes between your
computer and the server. This SHA-256 certificate allows us to encrypt your information in a safe and
confidential manner. Secure & Free Peer-to-peer VPN connection Because GreenBow is a peer-to-peer VPN
network, you will have to install and run the VPN client software on your computer to connect to our network.
This software will allow you to connect to your other GreenBow VPN clients.
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System Requirements:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP/Windows 2000/Windows 98 Processor: 400MHz or faster (Intel/AMD) Memory:
128MB of RAM Hard Drive: 100MB or more Graphics: VGA-compatible graphics card Sound Card: Optional
Mouse: Microsoft Natural Point Network Card: Local area network card and Internet connection (Requires
Internet access for access to some of the game's features) Input/Output: Keyboard (for the majority of keyboard
commands), mouse (for the majority of mouse commands
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